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cONTENTS iNTRO
Here at HQHQ, we are extremely lucky to work with a vast portfolio of 
brand suppliers to ensure we have the best brands at our fingertips 
to showcase in practice. These brands help make up the unique 
personality of our practices and also drive footfall and sales.
 
It is important to understand the role each brand plays and where it is 
positioned in the market, so we have pulled together this ‘Brand Book’ 
to help you identify with each brand and read more about their values 
and unique selling points.
 
The ‘Brand Book’ works hand in hand with the ‘Approved Brands’ 
booklet and we hope will help you select the key brands for your 
practice that suit your patient demographic and, in turn, help to 
educate our team so that they can confidently guide our patients.
 
We have included contact details for each brand supplier and the team 
at HGHQ are always on hand to support you should you need them too.
 
We hope you find this guide useful.
 
Your HGHQ Team
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price point Arena

 project 100

  p100 kids

Approved Brands (adult optical) 2021  

Price 

Style 

Price 

Functional 
Style 

Classic Fashion Design Statement 
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This graph shows where each approved brand sits in terms of retail price 
and style. Therefore if you are looking for something specific, you can 
see what is in your range. This has been added onto brand title pages 
throughout this book in a simple price key which is shown below.

Price key:

Low price point

Middle price point

High price point
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project 100
Your Project 100 collection is an all-encompassing selection of high quality and superb 
value eyewear which covers a broad and vast range of your patient base. All of your P100 
frames are selected with the practices and their patients in mind. This comprehensive 
collection includes a wide range of cutting edge materials across various sizes, and 
provides excellent core product in the key £70 - £120 area. 

From luscious, vibrant reds (Cheltenham) to beautiful, sparkling Swarovski Crystals 
(Heswall) and everything else in between, your Project 100 brand is exclusive to the Hakim 
Group and cannot be found anywhere else on the high street or online. Every Project 100 
frame includes a 12 month warranty against any manufacturing defects and our return for 
fault rate is just 0.25%.

P100 kids is a bespoke collection covering everything from a 43 to a 48 eye with additional 
temple lengths available on request. 

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

At a glance... Your Project 100 collection is a comprehensive and high quality range of core eyewear, 
exclusive to the Hakim Group.

Bevel

 bevel

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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bevel
Founded in 1999 by a Brit in NYC and a Master Optician from Kansas City. Bevel’s 
background in working with Japanese artisanal craftsmen has infused with an admiration 
of the quest for perfection in engineering and innovative technical design. Modern, 
minimalist design specializing in bold colours and rich grainy hues. Japanese crafted, 
Titanium acetate combinations, patented flex hinge, petite sizes and a great men’s range.

At a glance... Flexibility meets design meets extreme durability.

BollÉ

  BollÉContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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BollÉ
Born in 1888 in France, Bollé is a market leader in sports/lifestyle eyewear and also cycle 
and ski helmets.

Globally respected and distributed worldwide, Bollé is known as the most advanced 
design and creative sports eyewear brand that creates trends and pushes industry 
boundaries. Its lens portfolio includes PHANTOM+, the highest performance lens on the 
market and VOLT+, a revolutionary lens that not only enhances colours and contrast like 
never before but also is the first ever lens developed using AI (Artificial Intelligence).

Sport runs through Bollé’s veins and its team of athletes includes some of the world’s 
top sportspeople including world class cyclists, sailors, runners, golfers and skiers. They 
demand perfection, a performance edge with ultimate style and that’s why they put their 
trust in Bollé. And whilst you don’t have to be a world class athlete to wear Bollé, your eyes 
deserve world class vision and protection.

At a glance... Bollé’s passion for sport, style and pushing industry boundaries is why top 
sportspeople put their trust in the brand. With an extensive range of styles and lenses, Bollé’s 
unique designs and industry firsts are available in both plano and Rx.

centrostyle

  centrostyleContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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continental

 matrix

  cameo

 lazer

 lazer jr

 zenith

centrostyle
In collaboration with Ophthalmologists specialising in paediatrics, CentroStyle Active 
Frames are dedicated to the visual well-being of children from birth to adolescence.  

Active Frames include 6 collections designed for the specific needs of children of different 
age groups, taking into account changing facial characteristics, comfort, safety and vision 
performance. All Active Frames are light, flexible, soft, comfortable, and strong. They also 
include a silicone accessory, microfiber pouch and hard case. 

The eyewear brand dedicated to children was born in 2001 and continues to expand and 
develop to ensure a perfect harmony of comfort, fashion and fit.  

At a glance... CentroStyle Active Frames prioritise a great and consistent fit, comfort, durability and 
protection. This is why our focus on research is on quality, functionality and meeting the patient’s 
and optician’s requirements. They also look great!

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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matrix
Offering stylish metal and plastic frames at surprisingly affordable prices, Matrix Eyewear 
features a variety of outgoing colour options and styles. From classic to contemporary, the 
whole family can enjoy this competitively priced range.

At a glance... Stylish metal and plastic frames for the whole family at surprisingly affordable prices.

cameo
Created in-house by a team of experts, Cameo offers an exceptional choice of quality 
eyewear to suit all tastes, from metal to plastic frames and classic to contemporary styles. 
Appealing to a wide range of wearers from teens to adults, Cameo provides excellent value 
for money and style, without compromising on quality. 

At a glance... Cameo Eyewear offers an exceptional choice of quality eyewear appealing to adults 
and teens, with excellent value for money and style.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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lazer
One of the most comprehensive, value for money eyewear collections available in today’s 
market, Lazer offers an extensive range of colours and contemporary styles for adults. Put 
simply, Lazer provides quality frames at affordable prices. 

At a glance... The best value for money eyewear collection, offering an extensive range of colours 
and contemporary styles for adults.

lazer junior
One of the most comprehensive, value for money children’s eyewear collections available 
in today’s market. Lazer Junior offers an extensive range of fun and stylish frames for kids, 
that combine exciting colours, patterns and shapes to suit all requirements. Put simply, 
Lazer Junior provides high quality products at affordable prices.

At a glance... An affordable range of high quality children’s glasses, offering exciting colours, 
patterns and shapes to suit all requirements.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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zenith
Popular amongst teens and perfect for the young and young at heart alike, Zenith offers 
an exceptional choice of high quality, stylish eyewear that integrates pops of colour, chic 
patterns and sophistication. The collection features plastic and metal frames to suit all 
tastes and comes at a great price, with no compromising on quality. 

At a glance... A fun, stylish collection integrating pops of colour, chic patterns and sophistication for 
a great price.

design 
eyewear group

 Pro design

 face a face

 niftiesContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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pro design
In the early days, Pro Design designed attractive eyewear that was comfortable to wear. 
They focus on design innovation, new colours and introduce frames in a wide variety of 
materials. Pro Design was founded in Aarhus, Denmark in 1973: Today, ProDesign is a 
young, dynamic design company with more than 40 years of experience in the eyewear 
business. When they create new concepts, they focus on maintaining close ties between 
functionality and visual expression and remain true to their Danish design heritage. 
Design is the heart of the company, but Pro Design is much more than that. 

Pro Design create items that have impact, by rethinking form and function, challenging 
the industry with innovative thinking, such as their signature hinges. Nature, fashion and 
architecture has a big impact in their process, creating clean and functional designs based 
on good craftsmanship, always in search of the next best thing.

At a glance... All ProDesign frames took their inspiration from the Danish and Scandinavian culture.

face a face
Face a Face began its existence in 1995 under the leadership of Pascal Jaulent and Nadline 
Roth. The company concept is based around placing exciting architecture, current fashion 
trends and popular culture into a meaningful and well crafted eyewear design. The aim 
of the Face A Face company is to design and craft eyewear that demands attention to 
the extent that even the wearer will not be able to stop staring into a mirror due to their 
luminous beauty. They desire to create eyewear that exaggerates the finest features of the 
individual and elevate both the individual and the eyewear to idol level popularity. While 
this might be a tall order to fill for many eyewear firms, Face a Face manages this with 
a commanding flair. Their masterful craftsmanship and overall appeal speak to a wide 
audience and draw new converts daily. 

At a glance...  They draw upon international media and cultural icons to create unique and inspired 
artwork for the eyes. Anyone who wears their collection is wearing a part of the human experience 
itself.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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nifties
NIFTIES Eyewear is designed to fit adults with fine facial features perfectly. Available 
in sizes 44-49, the NIFTIES collection has an international look, with flattering shapes 
and trendy colours. Each frame has very flexible temples and nifty details, such as the 
signature stripes on the temples that make NIFTIES stand out in the crowd.

Even though NIFTIES is made for people with fine facial features, the on-trend shapes this 
season include a wide range from tiny, thin and lightweight to striking and oversized. But 
don’t worry, they are still made to fit the nifty face. They have been inspired by the past 
and have played with trendy acetates, daring color combinations and bold retro shapes 
that enhance your character and make heads turn. 

 

 

   

At a glance... Nifties is made for people with fine facial features

eyespace

 cocoa mint

 jensen

 louis marcel

 basebox

 rockstar

 zips

  aspinal of london

 eco conscious

 landroverContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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cocoa mint
Renowned for its femininity, versatility and effortlessly cool styling, Cocoa Mint is the go-to 
for contemporary female eyewear. Design concentrates on creating beautifully balanced 
styles which are  the essence of modern luxury. Drawing inspiration direct from the 
runways, the collection showcases the best of British design while adding a dose  
of designer style.

At a glance... Cocoa Mint draws inspiration from runways, showcasing British design which adding 
a dose of designer style.

jensen
Eyespace’s flagship men’s brand, Jensen Eyewear is trend-led, refined yet easy to wear. 
Featuring slimline retro acetate styles in masculine tones alongside ultrasmart metal 
styles, the new collection demonstrates an astute attention to detail while showcasing 
undeniable style.

The technologically advanced sub-collection for the discerning customer, Jensen Black, 
seamlessly fuses high concept design with cutting edge components such as FluidFlex 
technology, and a selection of pure and memory titanium frames of the highest quality.

At a glance... A market-leading flagship men’s brand featuring refined, ultrasmart styles with a 
European-led influence for the modern gent. 

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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louis marcel
Designer influenced, this well-balanced women’s collection is soft, feminine and uniquely 
created to subtly complement the progressive lens wearer in colour, shape and comfort. 
Looking beyond fashion, colours and shapes are carefully researched to ensure they flatter 
skin-tones and graceful wardrobes, with delicate olive, gold, taupe and nude pink shades 
subtly illuminating the eyes and complexion, while offering a natural and youthful look. 

The Louis Marcel Couture sub-collection is the ultimate in luxury eyewear, specifically 
designed to bring together extraordinary materials and exceptional craftsmanship. 
Elements include Swarovski crystals, coloured gems and Italian acetates, which produce 
individual frame styles that sit in harmony with the face. 

At a glance... Timeless and elegant, Louis Marcel eyewear offers contemporary-classic design 
centred around eternal beauty, with superior design accents and the finest quality materials.

basebox
Eyewear for the fashion fearless, Basebox breathes fresh new life into the hottest trends 
for both men and women; the collection is loaded with attitude but in a wearable way. 
Basebox is bursting with frames designed to showcase individuality, personality and most 
of all confidence. The latest collection sees an influx of stand-out designs with a strong 
street-style influence, along with an interpretation of next season’s runway mood.

At a glance... Unapologetically fashionable, trend-led eyewear designed for everyone, celebrating 
individual identity with a strong street-style influence.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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rockstar
This market-leading collection is aimed at 5-15 year olds delivering the latest mini-celeb 
looks with a view to inspire individual style and self-confidence. Designed in amped-up 
bright and bold shades that showcase children’s style, the collection taps into the very 
latest eyewear trends. 

The thoroughly researched and structured collection features a wide range of eye sizes, 
colours, features and benefits. Without question, this cutting-edge range captures the 
youthful energy of childhood and is full of frames young customers want to wear.

At a glance... Bright young eyewear for 5-15 year olds, inspiring individuality and self-confidence 
through mini-celeb styles.

zips
 A leading budget range for all the family, Zips features over 100 budget-friendly 
fashionable models loaded with added value and in a selection of colours and sizes, each 
carefully researched. This range has been designed for the core customer who demands 
unparalleled value paired with excellence in product design, quality materials and 
contemporary styling. Zips models are sourced with superior base metals, reliable, tested 
hinges, as well as the highest possible quality plating available at this price point.

At a glance... Our popular budget-friendly brand that remains on the fashion pulse and universally 
appealing.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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aspinal of 
london
Taking inspiration from Aspinal of London’s world-renowned luxury leather goods, this 
optical collection for men and women is a refined metamorphosis from the company’s 
acclaimed sunwear. High-style frames are presented in multiple colourways with a 
sophisticated, quintessentially British style. True to the brand’s promise of offering superior 
quality accessories to be enjoyed for a lifetime, the collection is composed of the world’s 
finest quality acetates and premium metals as well as subtle designer touches including 
superlight bespoke titanium nose pads. Branding at the temples, shield-shaped cutwork 
at the tips and pin details as well as the signature lion’s head motif make these frames 
immediately recognisable as belonging to Aspinal of London’s luxury offering.

At a glance... The quintessentially British eyewear brand, Aspinal of London delivers elegant and 
refined optical styles, with sophisticated design elements formed from superior craftsmanship.

eco conscious
A ground-breaking collection of fashion-forward sustainable eyewear made with a 
premium bio-acetate which is non-toxic, renewable, and 100% biodegradable.

All ECO Conscious frames are supplied with optical-grade biodegradable demo lenses 
and plastic-free, FSC-accredited, fully biodegradable packaging. For every ECO Conscious 
frame sold, they will plant a tree in association with the reforestation charity “One Tree 
Planted”.

Eyeshapes are fashion-forward and diverse to flatter all faces, and metal componentry 
is made with recycled content, further championing the sustainable credentials of the 
range.

At a glance... A fashion-forward sustainable and renewable eyewear collection utilising 
revolutionary biodegradable acetate.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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land rover
Channelling the ‘Above and Beyond’ mantra and finesse that Land Rover is revered for, 
the world-class design and technical capabilities of the premium eyewear collections 
bring together the very best of British design and innovation with an ultimately masculine 
aesthetic. The very latest materials, trend-led colour palettes are combined with authentic 
designer detailing including premium bespoke ‘British Design’ hinges and discreet 
micro-branding. Alongside subtle branding on each frame, the considered, consistent 
and unmistakable design language of Land Rover creates a tangible association with the 
vehicles.

At a glance... A premium men’s eyewear collection, driven by capability, adventure and innovation 
through the use of robust materials and streamlined design features.

gotti

 gottiContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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Gotti
Started in 1993, the focus has been on innovation, quality, and durability right from the 
start. All models have been designed under the leadership of Sven Götti for over 25 years. 
Expert Swiss craftsmanship, and a keen eye for quality and precision create sustainable, 
premium eyewear. 

“A pair of glasses always consists of the same three components: two temples and a front 
piece with two lenses. However, it’s in our nature as humans to develop countless variants 
of this over time. I am glad to be a part of this never ending universe of eyeglasses.” - Sven 
Gotti. 

At a glance... Gotti design their frames for the style principle of reduction.

international

 hero

 eyestuff

 the ok frame
 company

 roald dahlContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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hero for men
EST 1988 HERO FOR MEN is International Eyewear’s most trusted collection. An extensive 
range of classic and contemporary styles designed exclusively for men.

Whether you’re seeking comfort, quality or design, HERO FOR MEN has all of the trend 
and traditional needs covered. Functional eyewear that lasts is the core principal of the 
HERO FOR MEN collection. Utilising premium materials including titanium and carbon 
fibre and quality components such as silicone nose pads & OBE hinges to provide eyewear 
you can rely on.

Look out for the ever popular Easyfit, specially selected styles available in three different 
sizes. Use the handy interior arrow guide to tailor the frame to your customers’ perfect fit 
& size.

At a glance... From the modern man to the classic gent, trusted HERO FOR MEN showcases an 
extensive range of styles, offering a broad selection of eye shapes and sizes with a longstanding 
reputation to match.

eyestuff
Update your optical wardrobe with EYESTUFF. Pushing boundaries in eyewear since the 
year 2000, the unisex collection has evolved into a funky eyewear brand aimed at a young 
and stylish clientele. Diverse EYESTUFF isn’t just for kids, the wide range of sizes and styles 
results in fresh eyewear solutions for the whole practice.

The EYESTUFF collection takes it back to basics, keeping it simple with acetate and metal 
styles with fashion at their core. Packed with personality, EYESTUFF is bursting with bold, 
colourful and fun frames, featuring the latest trends in eyewear including multilayer 
acetates, experimental finishes and urban detailing. Focusing on superior quality, fit and 
comfort. What’s not to like?

At a glance... Minimalistic design with a focus on colour and fit to provide no fuss fashion at an 
affordable price. EYESTUFF is a confident collection of bold and dynamic frames in a wide range of 
sizes and styles.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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the ok frame 
company
Superior product, budget price. THE OK FRAME COMPANY has all of your budget frame 
needs covered.

Models feature daring colour combinations, experimental effects including graduated, 
matt and rubber finishes and creative patterns bringing you modern, fashionable frames 
on a budget. The collection strives to provide a solution for all customer needs including 
children. 

THE OK FRAME COMPANY is proof that budget eyewear doesn’t have to be boring!

At a glance... Love your eyewear with THE OK FRAME COMPANY, challenging the world of 
affordability the comprehensive collection strives to provide a budget solution for all.

roald dahl
Many wonderful surprises await you with the splendiferous ROALD DAHL eyewear 
collection.

The central message of ROALD DAHLʼs stories is that with a combination of imagination, 
determination and heart, everyone, no matter how small can shape their own wonky story. 
The childrenʼs eyewear collection offers frames with character for growing individuals.

Get lost in a world of pure imagination with 18 spectacular frames each accompanied by 
a branded case and lens cloth. Designs feature original Quentin Blake illustrations from 
six of ROALD DAHLʼs much-loved tales; Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and 
the Giant Peach, Matilda, The BFG, Fantastic Mr Fox and The Enormous Crocodile. Styles 
showcase quotes from the iconic novels hidden on the inside temple. 

At a glance... Get lost in world of pure imagination with the magnificent ROALD DAHL eyewear 
collection. Designs feature original Quentin Blake illustrations and spectacular quotes for that extra 
special connection.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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kering

 gucci

 saint laurent

 mont blanc

 chloe

 cartier

gucci
Influential, innovative and progressive, Gucci is reinventing a wholly modern approach 
to fashion. Under the new vision of creatice direction Alessandro Michele, the House 
has redefined luxury for the 21st centruy, further reinforcing its position as one of the 
world’s most desirable fashion houses. Eclectic, contemporary, romantic - Gucci products 
represent the pinnacle of Italian craftsmanship and are unsurpassed for their quality and 
attention to detail. 

A tribute to self-expression and creative elegance, the new Gucci eyewear collection is 
created with a mix of bold volumes, recognizable House motifs and colored accents that 
convey individuality.  

At a glance... Filled with oversized styles, dramatic shapes and eye-catching designs — Gucci 
Eyewear glasses and frames are true statement pieces.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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saint laurent
Founded in 1961, Yves Saint Laurent is one of the most prominent fashion houses of the 
20th century. Originally a House of Haute Couture, Yves Saint Laurent revolutionized the 
way fashion and society merge and interact in 1966 with the introduction of high-end 
made clothes produced on a larger scale than the exclusive collections.

Over the years, its founder, the couturier Yves Saint Laurent, secured a reputation as one 
of the 20th century’s foremost designers and personalities. Saint Laurent’s status as a 
leading fashion House is fully established and recognized by a very distinctive identity 
and strong codes; identified and made still relevant.  Under the creative vision of Anthony 
Vaccarello and the leadership of Francesca Bellettini, the brand has built solid foundations 
for its development and is pursuing its evolution to continue enhancing its influence in 
the market. With this strategy firmly in place, Saint Laurent will continue growing and 
affirming itself in the 21st century as a brand with a strong and clear DNA.

At a glance... Saint Laurent eyeglasses are casually elegant. Subtle accents offer a hint of luxe, while 
most frames charm without embellishment.

mont blanc
The Montblanc creators put their soul into actively composing pieces that embrace and 
symbolise the values that shape Montblanc as a brand. Montblanc unites fine European 
craftsmanship with time-honoured designs, bringing pieces to life that emanate classic 
heritage and refined creation. Just as every Montblanc product is the result of their master 
craftsmen’s souls and their stories, the final heirlooms will subsequently become part of 
your unique tale, creating an invisible bond between our soul and yours. Fine living is a 
prerogative, and exquisite products make an extraordinary life even more exceptional. 
Your story is alive and dynamic; the assets that accompany you along your path must add 
vitality and effervescence. With today’s ever-increasing pace, it is vital to be confronted 
with products that have been crafted to withstand the passing of time. Montblanc’s pieces 
will weather the ages with you and witness your unfolding stories and those of your family.
Just as a soul remains long after its body is gone, our pieces are crafted to perform 
superbly and symbolise elegance for many lifetimes.

At a glance... Mont Blanc eyewear does not let you compromise on style. The glasses are 
minimalistic, modern and simply irresistible.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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chloe
Chloé is the most naturally feminine Parisian fashion Maison, located at the intersection of 
couture savoir faire and youthful attitude. Founded in 1952 by Gaby Aghion, Chloé is known 
amongst the world’s most fashion-conscious, sophisticated women for its chic, feminine 
clothing and iconic, must-have accessories.

The Chloé brand represents femininity, modernity, grace and effortlessness as the 
core characteristics that shape the brand and define the eyewear collection as well. 
Lightweight frames, iconic embellishments and harmonious contrasts of textures and 
hues enhance the magnified shapes. The collection reflects a mix of iconic elements such 
as golden metals, round, retro and oversized shapes, expressed through warm and sandy 
shades and gradient lenses, true to the Chloé color palette.

At a glance... Chloé glasses work to provide sleek, chic design with a contemporary French twist 
from one of the powerhouses of modern fashion.

cartier
Cartier are world-famous for their stunning portfolio of jewellery, watches and other 
accessories. Originally founded in 1847 by Louis-Francois Cartier in Paris, Cartier has gone 
on to become a universally-adored, luxurious name. Steeped in history and with extensive 
expertise, Cartier designs magnificent creations, including the more recent expansion 
into eyewear which are inspired by the same unique vision and refinement that has been 
characteristic of the French label since its creation.  

With nearly 30 years of experience, Cartier Eyewear has become a tour-de-force in the 
Eyewear market. Cartier creations, marked by creativity, audacity and excellence are 
inspired by Cartier’s distinctive codes which make the Cartier style unique. All the Cartier 
Eyewear ranges are manufactured in Cartier factory located in Joinville-Le-Pont, near Paris.

At a glance... Inspired by their history of jewellery and watchmaking, Cartier eyewear has defined 
luxury since 1983.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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KIRK & KIRK

 KIRK & KIRK

kirk & kirk
The Kirk family have been pioneers in optics since Sidney and Percy opened their first 
London workshops in 1919. The Kirk brothers were innovators, not only in the design of 
their frames but also in the manner in which they were presented. Their couriers were the 
first to deliver by motorbike, cutting a dash through the streets of 1920s London, setting 
the standard in both style and service. Three generations later, inspired by their heritage 
and twenty-five years of passion for eyewear, Jason and Karen proudly present Kirk & Kirk. 
Handmade in France, their frames are crafted from Italian acrylic, making them extremely 
comfortable to wear.

At a glance... British family run business. All frames are handmade in France, crafted from their 
bespoke Italian acrylic, these frames are ultra-light and immensely comfortable to wear.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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lindberg

 lindberg

lindberg
LINDBERG eyewear tells the world you subscribe to a different way of thinking, and have a 
connoisseur’s appreciation of exceptional design and high-quality materials. Every frame 
is a statement about aesthetics, technical innovation and impeccable craftsmanship.

Everything they do is steeped in the Danish design tradition of discreet, classic elegance 
and carefully considered simplicity. LINDBERG designs have won dozens of prestigious 
design awards.

LINDBERG glasses are like no others. They insist on a unique blend of no-compromise 
attention to detail, patented technologies and individual craftsmanship to create a 
remarkable visual impact.

At a glance... We have done away with everything that is not essential – including all screws, rivets 
and welds. This means LINDBERG frames are incredibly strong and flexible – yet among the lightest 
and most comfortable in the world.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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luxottica

 emporio armani

 prada

 tiffany

 polo ralph lauren

 oakley

  ray ban

 ray ban jr

 chanel

 versace

emporio 
armani
The cool and fresh interpretation of the Armani world, that revisits the Armani DNA 
with trendy colourful designs and contemporary lines and materials. Fashionista, always 
looking for new trends on shapes, materials, and colours. 

At a glance... Emporio Armani glasses collections are about understated urban chic with frames 
that are modern, versatile and sporty.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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prada
The best of Italian culture with unmistakable style, sophisticated elegance and 
uncompromising quality achieved also through a niche of local excellence. Creativity as 
the essence of fashion and its meaning from a cultural, social, and industrial point of view.

At a glance... The Prada eyewear collection reflects unmistakable style, refined elegance and 
uncompromising quality.

tiffany
Tiffany & Co. has a storied history, beginning as a New York-based stationery and fine 
goods store in 1837. Charles Lewis Tiffany founded the company and his store was soon 
acclaimed as the palace of jewels for its exceptional gemstones. Since then, Tiffany & Co. 
has become synonymous with elegance, innovative design, fine craftmanship and creative 
excellence. 

In 2008, Luxottica became Tiffany’s first eyewear licensee and has produced optical styles 
and sunglasses for the jeweller. Much like the collections they draw inspiration from, 
Tiffany eyewear celebrates beautiful design and expert craftsmanship. Over time, Tiffany 
& Co. became synonymous with the lavish lifestyles of the Gilded Age. It later evolved to 
become an integral part of pop culture, with movies like “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” as well as a 
beloved red-carpet accessory among Hollywood’s elite. Today it has more than 200 stores 
across the globe and a voracious fan base. 

At a glance... In 1886 Tiffany & Co. introduced the concept of the diamond engagement ring as we 
know it today.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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polo ralph 
lauren
Representing Ralph Lauren’s iconic heritage as a designer recognized throughout the 
world, Polo Ralph Lauren reflects a celebrated vision of classic yet spirited American style 
for men and women. Timeless and authentic, Polo Ralph Lauren is the enduring symbol of 
a modern-day American lifestyle: easy, energetic, young, and cool.

At a glance... Polo eyeglasses by Ralph Lauren capture the iconic designer’s all-American roots with 
preppy-inspired frames for men and women.

oakley
A story of innovation. Decades of innovation brings over 800 patents that combine new 
product technology with blends of science and art. Since 1975, Oakley has developed 
iconic products across multiple categories.

At a glance... A performance eyewear maker Oakley is renowned for its innovative lens technologies 
and tight-gripping, no-slip frame designs.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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ray-ban
Throughout its seven-and-a-half decades, Ray-Ban has been instrumental in pushing 
boundaries in music and the arts, forging the rise of celebrity culture, and creating the 
power of the rock and movie stars to influence fashion.

At a glance... These premium frames are made with high-quality materials and feature the instantly 
recognizable Ray-Ban logo on the outside of the temple.

ray-ban jr
Same great style as the grown-up version, in a size designed specifically for kids – you can 
choose from classic or on-trend frames and lenses. Take a look at all the iconic models: 
from Aviator to baby Wayfarers. 

At a glance... Ray-Ban Junior eyewear has adult frames in a size specifically for children.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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chanel
Coco Chanel, born by name of Gabrielle Bonheur Chanel, was a french fashion designer 
who ruled Parisian haute couture for almost six decades. Her elegantly casual designs 
inspired women of fashion to abandon the complicated, uncomfortable clothes that were 
prevalent in 19th-century dress. Among her now-classic innovations were the Chanel suit, 
the quilted purse, costume jewellery, and the “little black dress.” Chanel, a must-have 
fashion accessory, celebrates elegance and femininity. From contemporary to iconic styles, 
the designs demonstrate the know-how and creativity of the House of Chanel. Throughout 
the seasons, collections are constantly reimagined to complement the Chanel wardrobe 
and express a woman’s style.

At a glance... Chanel is a must-have fashion accessory and celebrates elegance and femininity.

versace
Versace is one of the world’s most famous and iconic luxury brands. Versace is powerful, 
provocative, glamourous, passionate, seductive. Versace produces luxury goods under the 
artistic direction of Donetalla Versace.

At a glance... Versace prescription glasses are made for the confident, often featuring trendy 
oversized frames and gold metal details.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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marchon

 calvin klein

 longchamp

 flexon

 nike

calvin klein
CALVIN KLEIN, the original American fashion house is distributed in over 110 countries with 
20,000 points of sale. CALVIN KLEIN is a broad access commercial line offering fashionable 
frames in classic silhouettes and distinctive color palettes. There is a strong correlation 
between design and price point within each tier of the CALVIN KLEIN collections enabling 
us to reach a wide demographic for both men and women. The eyewear collection takes 
inspiration from the brand’s strong historical American roots however continues to propel 
forward targeting the modern provocateur. 

At a glance... Calvin Klein is a broad access commercial line offering fashionable frames in classic 
silhouettes and distinctive color palettes.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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longchamp
Longchamp was founded in 1946 by Jean Cassegrain and today it is the epitome for 
Parisian style and allure. Luggage, handbags and accessories bearing the Longchamp 
label have a worldwide reputation for quality and craftsmanship. Le Pliage is the iconic 
bag that brought the company to international success and became a must have since 
1993, when it was first launched. It takes inspiration from the Japanese art of origami and 
has become a symbol for understatement and affordable luxury.

The eyewear collection takes advantage of French heritage but it also winks at Le Pliage’s 
dynamism. It is the ideal choice for woman with a self-confident and feminine attitude.

At a glance... Longchamp glasses are the epitome of feminine, sophisticated and affordable French 
luxury.

flexon
Flexon frames feature technologically advanced memory metal in the bridge and/or 
temples allowing them to be flexed, bent or twisted and return to their original shape. 
Flexon has incomparable features that provide superior quality making the frames more 
durable, lightweight and resistant than conventional metals allowing you to confidently 
embrace every challenge without disappointment.

With years of design and engineering, Flexon has evolved into a collection with no 
limitations. Memory metal combined with rubber, TR-90 and stainless steel create a 
varied collection filled with colour, advanced durability, lightweight construction, and a 
comfortable fit. Feather light, flexible, and titanium strong, Flexon fits, feels and forgives 
like no other conventional metal frame on the market. 
Never underestimate the power of flexibility.

At a glance... Flexon memory metal. A unique titanium alloy that unlike other metals allows it to 
remember and return to its original shape when flexed or bent.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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nike
Nike has revolutionized athletic footwear and sportswear. Nike’s vast range of products 
includes specialized training gear, footwear, apparel, accessories, and sports equipment. 
Through innovative products, advertising, and sponsorship of teams and athletes, Nike has 
become a leader in the sportswear industry and one of the world’s largest brands.

Nike Vision eyewear brings the same inspiration and innovation to athletes with product 
that helps them See Sport Better ™. Product is developed for each category of sport 
within Nike, alongside sport inspired lifestyle frames for the athlete in everyone.

At a glance... Built with performance in mind, Nike sport glasses frames offer plenty of unique 
designs suitable for an active lifestyle.

marcolin

 swarovski

 tom ford

 guess

 barton perreiraContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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swarovski
Inspired by the idea of making crystal accessible to more people, Daniel Swarovski, a 
Bohemian jeweller, patented an electric cutting machine that cut crystal more precisely 
than by hand. In 1895 he founded Swarovski making crystal accessible to the people. The 
collaboration between Swarovski and Marcolin began in 2009 when the first collection 
launched in 2011. 

Iconic, masterfully crafted and with a touch of glamour, the Swarovski Eyewear collection 
place crystal at the centre of all of designs. The brand’s unmistakable signature style 
combines with quality craftsmanship and unique crystal embellishments on the 
contemporary frames, which brilliantly reflect light with every movement in the most 
amazing way, catching the eye and make every woman shine. While functional, there is 
something about the way Swarovski’s Eyewear Collection is designed to frame the face, 
while also adding a certain elegance and glamour.

At a glance... Swarovski pride themselves on beautiful designs that use the finest crystals to create 
beautiful jewellery, accessories, decorative items and glasses.

tom ford
Tom Ford is among the most highly respected and successful designers today. The winner 
of numerous design awards, his rise in fashion began in 1994. After different collaborations 
with legendary fashion houses, in April 2005, he announced the creation of the Tom Ford 
brand. In that same year Tom Ford signed his partnership with Marcolin Group to produce 
and distribute optical frames and sunglasses.

In April 2007, his first directly operated retail store opened in New York at 845 Madison 
Avenue to coincide with the debut of the signature Tom Ford Menswear and Accessory 
Collection. In February 2011, the Tom Ford Womenswear Collection was introduced 
to clients worldwide. Predecessor of trends, Tom Ford has long been a style icon who 
continues to lead and mould the mood of the moment. A potent vision of modernity and 
glamorous allure can be seen in all his creations and products, which feature an innovative 
and provocative design, attention to detail and exclusive materials and workmanship.

At a glance... All the styles are rendered instantly recognisable by the elegant metal “T” detail, the 
undisputed icon of the brand.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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guess
Throughout the decades, GUESS has invited people to dream with its iconic denim and 
timeless advertising campaigns. Today, GUESS is a global lifestyle brand that offers a 
full range of apparel and accessories and caters to the youthful, glamorous, and sexy 
consumer. GUESS has been part of Marcolin’s brand portfolio since 2013. The optical 
frames are contemporary styles that are dressed with on trend applications. The collection 
embodies the core values of the brand, with fashion forward silhouettes and daring 
combinations. Classic GUESS shapes are updated with a modern twist using bold colours 
and lens finishes to provide head turning styles to wear all season long. The optical 
collection includes styles for him and her, as well as variations available for kids and 
tweens. They are in search of easy-to-wear frames with fashionable attitude at accessible 
prices, identifying with the brand’s essence: adventurous, daring and self-confident.

At a glance... The new Guess eyewear collection features glamorous, sexy styles inspired by the 
alluring world of Guess.

barton 
perreira
Barton Perreira is an independent brand that sees things differently, taking the time to 
invest in craftsmanship that produces nothing less than the finest eyewear in the world. 
Meticulously crafted by hand in Japan, a single pair of Barton Perreira frames takes weeks 
to refine.

Distinguished for their passionate attention to each one-of-a-kind detail, Japan’s leading 
artisans ensure every facet of Barton Perreira eyewear is brought to life with precision and 
virtuosity.

At a glance... The eyewear brand founded by Bill Barton and Patty Perreira represents casual 
California luxury with premium materials and craftsmanship.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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Maui JIm

 maui jim

 zeal

maui jim
Maui Jim got its start in 1980 as a small company selling sunglasses on the beach in 
Lahaina, Hawaii. Seeing a need in the market for technology that could combat intense 
glare and harmful UV while bringing the brilliant colours of the island to life, they 
engineered the revolutionary PolarizedPlus2® lens. Incorporated into seven new sunglass 
styles, the Classic Collection was introduced. We now offer over 125 styles of sunglasses, 
100% of which are polarized and protect from 100% of UVA and UVB rays.

Inspired by the beauty and culture of Maui, their mission is to spread aloha through vivid 
colour, clarity, and detail. For those who appreciate the sun, Maui Jim provides more 
vibrant colours of the world while protecting eyes from the harsh effects of glare and 
harmful rays. 

Image 1

Image 3
(frames if 
possible)

Image 2

At a glance... Maui Jim believes colour and light are the key to human experience. Their sunglasses 
show you its full spectrum, so you can see the world like you’ve never seen. We allow you to see all 
16,777,216 hues of beautiful colour that surrounds us every day.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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Zeal
Born in Boulder, Colarado, Zeal use plant-based materials in all their sunglass frames and 
lenses to help you see the world around you more clearly while protecting the views that 
inspire us for generations to come. That’s why they have committed to contributing 1% of 
our gross sales to environmental causes to protect the wild places that give us so much 
inspiration, R&D opportunities, adventure and solace. Lightweight, comfortable, durable 
and with advanced lens technology, Zeal sunglasses are built for life outdoors and provide 
the perfect partner for your next adventure.

At a glance... Zeal are guided by a simple set of beliefs: Use Less, Give Back, Explore More.

mondottica

 ted baker

 young ted

 joulesContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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ted baker
Ted Baker remains something of an enigma. In 1988 he established himself as a shirting 
specialist of some repute and quickly went on to develop a wider range of exceptional 
menswear designs. In time, he also found sophisticated ladies clamouring for him to apply 
his unique flair for fashion to womenswear as well. He duly obliged, of course, and soon 
all four corners of the world had cottoned on to what Ted still likes to call ‘fashion’s best 
kept secret’. Today, Ted Baker London is renowned for its perfect mix of distinctive design, 
beautiful quality and unconventional creativity, all liberally spiced with Ted’s irreverent 
sense of humour and unswerving attention to detail.

At a glance... The eyewear, like the clothing range, has a fusion of classic and contemporary styles.

young ted
THE YOUNG TED OPTICAL COLLECTION AS SOPHISTICA-TED AS ITS WEARERS.

Aimed at style conscious 8-12 year olds, there’s nothing childish about the Young Ted 
eyewear collection. Each pair of frames features the flair and finishing touches of the 
mainline collection; styles are simply resized and colours turned up to 11.

At a glance... Young Ted’s eyewear is unique, refined and trendy but never dares take itself too 
seriously.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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joules
Original prints and bold, bright colours are the main ingredients of the Joules eyewear 
range. Petite sizing and joyful colouration are at the heart of the collection, offering sizes 
that fit perfectly, patterns, finishes, colours and details that delight. Featuring unique 
combinations of bright, vibrant colours and traditional shades, Joules eyewear really 
stands out from the crowd. 

At a glance... Joules’s line of glasses reflect the brand’s funky aesthetic and philosophy, with their 
trendy frame shapes and bright colour palettes.

moscot

 moscotContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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moscot
Founded by Hyman Moscot, the company is run today by Dr. Harvey Moscot, a fourth-
generation Moscot and optometrist. The Moscot family consists of a fashion designer 
with an eponymous label, a writer who had a friendship with Bob Dylan, a fashion editor 
who has spent over two decades at a prominent men’s magazine, and a Hollywood actor 
with growing star power. In addition to being Moscot devotees, these people were New 
Yorkers, and as they put it, the history of Moscot is inseparable from the history of the city. 
They trust Moscot products because they trust the Moscot family name. They know that 
they can stop by the flagship store on Orchard Street for no particular reason and have 
meaningful, genuine conversations with the people inside. And they don’t doubt for a 
second that Moscot products are any different in character from their makers. Moscot now 
not only has its own line of frames, but also a reputation as a trendsetter that offers new 
takes on old traditions and a presence in over 50 major cities worldwide.

At a glance... Moscot is a five-generation family company that is, perhaps, most well known as the 
maker of the iconic Lemtosh frames that were made famous by actor Johnny Depp.

mykita

 mykitaContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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mykita
Founded in 2003, Mykita started out with the same independent and pioneering spirit 
that shaped their hometown, Berlin. With no one to manufacture their original eyewear 
designs, the decision was made to set up the in-house production. 

Developing their own tools and processes to meet design requirements has since become 
a principle. Their product design is straightforward – the first collection featured an openly 
displayed spiral hinge, a mechanical solution that became an incidental styling element 
and a hallmark of Mykita. This original patented hinge represents the guiding principle 
for our design. The technical solution must also be aesthetic. Mykita pushes visible logos 
and conventional luxury codes into the background. Instead, research and development 
go into advancing their constructions, materials and surfaces, which all contribute to the 
characteristic modernity of our frames.

At a glance... Mykita started out in a former children’s day care, called ‘Kita’ in German which 
inspired the brands culture of curiosity and play.

safilo

 kate spade

 hugo boss

 jimmy choo

 david beckhamContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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kate spade
Their story began when Kate Spade, an accessories editor at Mademoiselle, was frustrated 
she couldn’t find the fashionable, utilitarian handbag she’d been craving for years and set 
out to design the perfect one out of her apartment. She made samples out of construction 
paper, combined sleek shapes and colourful palettes in an entirely new way and debuted 
six versions of a bag called Sam. Women and fashion editors loved the designs and they 
sparked a revolution in accessories.

At a glance... Inspired by a timeless chic style, the Kate Spade collection recalls the 60s and their 
influence is seen in both the design and the colours.

hugo boss
BOSS is distinguished by their fashionable style but meet the same high standards of 
quality and fit, innovation and sustainability. In addition to classic business outfits, BOSS 
also offers casual styles and athleisurewear. 

BOSS Eyewear is the utmost expression of elegant aesthetics and innovative design: new 
combinations of high-tech materials and elaborate details underline the sophisticated 
character of each collection. The men’s assortment smartly combines quality with 
functionality, ensuring a comfortable fit. The assortment for women presents subtle 
feminine shapes and refined colors, reflecting pristine elegance.

At a glance... HUGO BOSS eyewear smartly combines quality with functionality, ensuring a 
comfortable fit and trendy style.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.
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jimmy choo
Jimmy Choo is a leading global luxury brand with an empowered sense of glamour and 
a playfully daring spirit. The brand traces its roots to a bespoke shoemaker named Jimmy 
Choo, based in the East End of London in the early 1990s, who catered to the global jet set, 
including Princess Diana. The Jimmy Choo company was founded in 1996, with Mr Choo’s 
niece, Sandra Choi, who had been heading up design in the East End atelier, coming on 
board as Creative Director, a position she holds to this day. 

The brand’s reputation as a celebrity favourite helped to fuel its rapid expansion. Jimmy 
Choo encompasses a complete luxury accessories brand. Women’s shoes remain the 
core of the product offer, alongside handbags, small leather goods, scarves, sunglasses, 
eyewear, belts, fragrance and men’s shoes. 

At a glance... Its iconography was further defined by the bold and dramatic advertising portraying 
glamorous but strong women in towering heels and luxurious handbags, captured by some of the 
most acclaimed fashion photographers in the world.

david beckham
“My own style journey has taught me the power of simplicity and the importance of detail 
and craftsmanship”. David Beckham has curated a collection of timeless frames made 
from the very finest materials. His exciting taste and eye for detail have brought together 
an exceptional contemporary aesthetic with traditional craftsmanship. The brand reflects 
David’s vision, with a constant dedication to quality. Functional yet undeniably stylish 
frames with special lenses including polarized, photochromatic, orange tinted, mineral, 
and blue block ones. Created to have something unique in the market that satisfies the 
needs of everyone, making the collection the must-have accessory. All our frames feature 
a chiselled metal wire core construction, most of the time visible inside the temples, and 
engraved with the collection’s signature logo.

At a glance... The Talisman is the collection’s signature detail, adorning all our frames. It draws 
inspiration from the wings of a bird – a symbol of power, protection and freedom.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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silhouette

 silhouette

silhouette
Exceptional aesthetic often arises from the combination of two seemingly opposing poles. 
Silhouette eyewear has always succeeded in mastering this art, achieving unparalleled 
lightness through inner strength. To remain true to oneself and to constantly set new 
impulses. To create timeless design that also meets the spirit of the age.

In Austria, we have a long tradition of producing classic and innovative eyewear that goes 
right back to 1964. Excellent design and high-quality materials create a clarity of design 
that expresses the individuality of the people who wear them.

At a glance... Silhouette’s production philosophy – with its craftsmanship and emphasis on manual 
work – is akin to that of a cottage industry. The result is unique eyewear that will delight and surprise 
you in terms of its innovation.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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stepper

 stepper

stepper
Knowledge of anatomy, materials, manufacturing processes, the need for comfort and 
fit and the requirement to hold lenses correctly in front of the eye unite under STEPPER 
EYEWEAR. We create frames for eyecare professionals with comfort and fit benefits for 
their clients - this focus will never change. The comfort and fit of STEPPER EYEWEAR is 
their principle differentiator. The most important function of an ophthalmic frame is to 
hold a pair of lenses correctly and comfortably before the eyes with the utmost precision 
and comfort.

Every frame reflects the importance given to the correct angle, width and height of the 
nose section and how this makes a great difference for the wearer. Combines strength, 
lightness, corrosion resistance and its hypoallergenic properties.

At a glance... Through innovation and technology, STEPPER has embraced new materials and 
processes to create exciting and durable eyewear that fits.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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william morris

 william morris
 london

 William Morris 
black label

 Charles stone

 young wills

william morris 
london
In 1996, Robert Morris created William Morris London – an independent company with 
a very ‘English’ brand. The aim? To offer designer glasses to every audience, providing 
superb original designs which continually evolve. From humble beginnings to what 
is today a successful global brand, William Morris London employ staff, agents and 
distributors all over the world. As the market has grown, so have the collections, the 
designs, the point of sale and everything else that goes into making a brand that is 
embraced so fondly by everyone. It’s important to know that the philosophy and brand 
attributes of William Morris London remain as strong as they were all those years ago. A 
family that has the founder and managing director still very much at the helm. A family 
that listens, provides knowledge, adapts to needs and sets standards. All delivered with 
love and passion that’s simply unrivalled by anyone.

At a glance... In a corporate saturated world it’s the ‘family’ values that set them apart and what 
their customers appreciate.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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William Morris 
black label
Our Black Label collection combines abstract designs with intricate details, created for 
people who welcome double-takes.  A premium collection for the fearless wearer. 
Each style is made in Japan and designed in premium Mazzucchelli acetate, a designer 
brand that defies the designer price tag. To finish, each frame is intricately branded with 
the William Morris monogram that is embedded in the nose pads and temple tips, a 
chance to represent premium quality without obscuring individuality.

Rich and exclusive Mazzucchelli acetate styles with luxurious styling in sophisticated 
designs. Every frame has unique weighted tip ends for perfect balance and include the 
iconic ‘WM’ logo detail. Shortlisted twice for frame of the year, this premium collection 
gives a nod to yesterday but is finished with a modern elegance.

At a glance... Our Black Label collection strikes the perfect balance between daring eyewear 
but wearable designs. Rich and exclusive Mazzuchelli acetate styles with luxurious styling in 
sophisticated designs.

charles stone
Created for the young, trendy and fashion conscious individual is our Charles Stone New 
York collection. Presenting eyewear that is not only available to those on a budget but one 
that also grasps the rich culture and diverseness that New York offers.

A collection where you’re not just wearing a frame, you’re parading a product full of the 
American spirit. The Charles Stone New York wearer doesn’t follow the pack, but sets the 
standard themselves.

Subtle branding allows these frames to take centre stage. We play with countless colour 
palettes and materials including lightweight, high-density, handmade acetate to create 
our frames. Retro inspired shapes are expertly designed for the generation of today. 
Charles Stone is bursting with New York inspiration.

At a glance... The Charles Stone New York collection provides the perfect blend of fashion and 
design, whilst leading the way in both innovation and style. Packed full of colour, with pastel shades 
and bright tones, this vintage inspired collection offers fashionable eyewear at an affordable price.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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young wills
Perfect for both young and petite faces, the collection is carefully crafted in easy to wear 
shapes and energetic colours that show off the personality behind the wearer. Each frame 
is given the same branding and finish that the mainline London collection offers. Created 
in an array of trend setting styles that come in sizes ranging from 47 up to a 50 eye size, 
the frames are carefully crafted for face shapes needing a closer fit. 

The range is built with superior quality materials combining metal, combination and 
handmade acetate. The use of these materials creates a capsule collection that oozes both 
quality and design. A wide range of colours from soft tortoiseshells through to vibrant reds 
and rich blacks are carefully selected and matched to shapes and styles that tailor a well-
loved collection for smaller faces.

At a glance... The designs attract the eyes of young glasses wearers by truly symbolising on-trend 
British eyewear.

wolf

 wolf

 wolf cubsContact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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wolf
Wolf Eyewear was set up with the view to bring individual design and superior quality to 
the market at an affordable price. 

We love colour in frames and think it’s a fantastic way to express who you are. Eyewear is 
a relatively small part of ‘the wardrobe’ but is the first thing seen, and says a lot about the 
wearer. Wolf use this by looking at new modern designs and fashionable colours whilst 
catering for the UK style, they also look at shades of colour, and designs that work for the 
majority of face shapes.

At a glance... Wolf eyewear create bright, colourful frames that work for the majority of face shapes.

wolf cubs
The Wolf Cubs collection is perfect for kids and teens with very modern retro styling and a 
flair of colour. We know the look that kids/Teens want changes very quickly so they launch 
new models at least 3 times per year to keep up with the latest trends.

At a glance... Wolf Cubs launch new models a few times a year to keep up with trends.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

Contact the rep
To find your rep please click here.

https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.co.uk/en/article/approved-brands-guide
https://www.hghelphub.com/approved-suppliers/approved-frames-brands-guide
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